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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:  
The search space for exploring models and their parameters is huge. Model builders have to answer 
many questions prior to selecting a particular model or family of models, such as: Which parameters 
are more influential, which ones are more sensitive to noise? Which models better explain the data, 
and which ones make more sense? Although it is possible to explore and select models automatically, 
providing satisfying answers to the previous questions relies on direct feedback from domain experts, 
who often need to find the right compromise between multiple conflicting criteria. 
 
Modelling frameworks that take into account human-model interactions at all model development 
stages are still a subject of ongoing research [2]. Robust human-model interfaces and visualization 
techniques are needed to bridge the gap between model specification & generation, and model 
inspection & validation. The aim of this thesis is to investigate suitable interactive visualization and 
machine learning techniques to explore agri-food models [4], and to exploit user feedback to steer this 
exploration towards “interesting” areas of the search space [1,3].  
 
The application concerns sustainable complex agri-food systems [4], namely for cereal-based 
production. The applicant needs to work with data provided by the host institution, build on existing 
models, and create interactive machine learning and visualization techniques to explore the model 
space. He or she needs to evaluate their work with domain experts from the host institution.  
 
Required background of the student: 
Applicants need to have a master degree in computer science or related discipline. Candidates need to 
be proficient in a programming language such as Python, C++, or Java. Experience in machine 
learning and/or interactive visualization is an advantage. Knowledge in agri-food or the application 
domain is not required. 
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